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Abstract
The analysis of self-adaptive systems (SAS) requirements involves addressing uncertainty
from several sources. Despite advances in requirements for SAS, uncertainty remains an
extremely difficult challenge. In this paper, we propose REFAS, a framework to model the
requirements of self-adaptive software systems. Our aim with REFAS is to address and
reduce uncertainty and to provide a language with sufficient power of expression to spec-
ify the different aspects of self-adaptive systems, relative to functional and non-functional
requirements. The REFAS modeling language includes concepts closely related to these
kind of requirements and their fulfillment, such as context variables, claims, and soft
dependencies. Specifically, the paper’s contribution is twofold. First, REFAS supports
different viewpoints and concerns related to requirements modeling, with key associa-
tions between them. Moreover, the modeler can define additional models and views by
exploiting the REFAS meta-modeling capability, in order to capture additional aspects
contributing to reduce uncertainty. Second, REFAS promotes in-depth analysis of all
of the modeled concerns with aggregation and association capabilities, especially with
context variables. Furthermore, we also define a process that enforces modeling require-
ments, considering different aspects of uncertainty. We demonstrate the applicability of
REFAS by using the VariaMos software tool, which implements the REFAS meta-model,
views, and process.
Keywords: requirements engineering, requirements specification, self-adaptive systems, uncertainty, mod-
eling process.
1 Introduction
Software systems built today are more complex in their functionality, supporting more sophisticated infras-
tructure and providing greater manageability than in the past. For example, users today make up a large
global community that demand more variability in functionalities. A growing percentage of systems used
by the community make use of elastic computing clouds, which have varying levels of fulfillment on quality
attributes. An alternative means of tackling this growing complexity is the use of self-adaptive software
(SAS) systems. These are systems that react at runtime to changing internal and external factors to ac-
commodate their behavior by themselves [1]. These changing factors include context variables that affect
the accomplishment of functional and non-functional requirements in unanticipated ways, that is, involving
uncertainty.
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In this context, self-adaptive systems inevitably face uncertainty from several sources [2]. In particular,
some approaches manage the uncertainty in SAS from a selected set of sources, such as Rainbow [3], RELAX
[4], FLAGS [5] and FUSION [6]. Despite the achieved progress, uncertainty remains an extremely difficult
challenge. In this paper, we consider two sources of uncertainty. First, the simplified assumptions that
modelers make for the in-breadth and in-depth analysis of the requirements. Second, the omission of relevant
dependencies of the model. From these sources of uncertainty, we address two challenges. First, we consider
the adaptation analysis in the broad aspects and different views with a language for specifying requirements,
defined with clear syntax and semantics. Each of these views includes their concepts and associations
and addresses different concerns. Second, we consider modeling the aggregation relationships of particular
concerns into more general or global concerns, as well as the horizontal and hierarchical associations between
these concerns. In addition, we define a modeling process with several phases, to systematically address
different aspects of uncertainty. Each phase gradually introduces a different modeling view. The phases
helps to manage both the complexity of the process, and the discovery of different aspects of uncertainty
that can disrupt the accomplishment of the system requirements.
To address the aforementioned challenges, we propose a multi-view framework for Requirements Engi-
neering For self-Adaptive Software systems (REFAS), supporting the specification of functional and non-
functional requirements. In this paper, we present the specification language and its abstract syntax, de-
fined through: a meta-model, the concrete syntax, semantics and the modeling process. The language defines
claims, soft dependencies and context concepts, related to functional and non-functional requirements. More-
over, the language is extensible to model aspects not considered in the default definition of concepts and
associations.
The REFAS language supports breadth analyses, as required by the first challenge, with its multiple views
and the capability to be extended. Additionally, the language supports fulfillment levels of quality attributes
expressed as concerns, as well as their associations to perform in-depth analyses. In-depth analyses support
the second challenge, with aggregation capabilities over concerns and its implied variables. To demonstrate
our approach, we apply the modeling process to a running example using the VariaMos software tool1[7].
This tool implements the REFAS meta-model, its five default views, and its process. It also implements
additional operations, such as simulation on the resulting models.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents a running example used to illustrate
our approach and the addressed challenges. Section 3 presents a background on basic concepts used in our
framework. Section 4 presents the meta-model and details the language syntax and semantics. Section 5
presents the modeling process with the set of default views. Section 6 presents the preliminary evaluation of
REFAS as applied to the running example. Section 7 exposes the related work on requirements engineering
for self-adaptive systems and discusses the advantages and limitations of REFAS. Finally, Section 8 presents
conclusions of this paper and defines a research agenda.
2 Motivation
In this section, we introduce the running example that serves to illustrate the application of the REFAS
framework, its modeling capabilities, and the challenges we address in this paper.
2.1 Running Example
This paper uses an extension of the GridStix case study [8][9][10], which has been used previously to exemplify
the characteristics of self-adaptive software systems.
GridStix faces the problem of monitoring and issuing alerts about a river prone to flood. On-time and
accurate alerts help to reduce human and material losses without incurring unnecessary costs. From the
technical viewpoint, GridStix counts with a network of wireless sensor nodes deployed in the target river.
These nodes perform initial flooding analysis and send information using wireless data networks such as
GPRS or GSM. The wireless sensor nodes are battery-operated; thus they require energy optimization to
prolong the system operation.
GridStix faces many requirements that are characteristic of dynamically reconfigurable (i.e., self-adaptive)
software systems. Originally GridStix focuses on three aspects of dynamic reconfiguration. First, the com-
munication between sensor nodes uses Wi-Fi or Bluetooth. Wi-Fi has lower latency and is more robust
compared to Bluetooth, but it requires more energy [9]. Second, the transmission uses one of two routing
strategies: shortest path and fewest hops. The first requires less energy, but it compromises performance
when compared to the second [9]. Third, the nodes can execute the preliminary analysis on the river flood
1http://variamos.com
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from camera images using centralized or distributed algorithms [11]. Distributed algorithms can improve
the analysis but require more energy [9].
This running example also considers the following aspects inspired by the work of McMillan et al. [12].
First, the monitoring should support different sections of the river, including multiple branches or different
locations of the same branch. Each section of the river periodically communicates with a master control
using GPRS/GMS. Second, the sections should analyze whether the formulas for flow calculation require
calibration. The system requires calibration due to changes in; graver-bed configuration, vegetation inside
the river and flow distribution or other sources of uncertainty. A special analysis of the camera images
supports identification and determines whether the above changes require calibration.
In the next section, we identify the challenges we address in this paper for modeling requirements.
2.2 Addressed Challenges
Self-adaptive systems face uncertainty in situations generated from several sources [2]. Many of these situa-
tions arise from the disrupting effect that context conditions of execution produce in the system’s satisfaction
of non-functional requirements. For modeling these requirements, in this paper we focus on two of these
sources. First, simplified assumptions result in model abstractions that are not accurate enough for the
addressed problem. These simplifications occur both in breadth and depth of the requirements analysis.
Second, as a result of the simplified assumptions, important dependencies of the model are omitted. Among
them, dependencies of the model on context variables constitute a particularly elusive source of uncertainty
situations and events.
Considering the aforementioned two sources of uncertainty, in this paper we address the following chal-
lenges:
• C1: to model adaptation requirements from different viewpoints and concerns, that is, considering
adaptation in the breadth aspects and views. These views should include their concepts and relation-
ships in a clear language with well-defined syntax and semantics. For instance, uncertainty can be
more controlled if the requirements model includes not only variability views (i.e., feature models), but
also others such as context variables, dependency views, and goals views - referring to functional and
non-functional requirements.
• C2: to model the sub-specification of adaptation requirements that result from the in-depth analysis of
the different viewpoints and concerns identified by the breadth analysis, and their inter-relationships.
That is, modeling not only the aggregation of particular concerns into more general or global concerns
in a given problem, but also the horizontal and hierarchical relationships between these concerns. The
hierarchical levels should consider the concepts and variables that represent significant context. In our
running example, the river should be modeled in its appropriate fragments (e.g., incoming branches,
significantly thick and deep sections). Each fragment should be modeled with its characteristics (e.g.,
water flow rate) and its effects on others fragments’ characteristics (e.g., summed-up water flow rate).
In both challenges, originated from breadth and depth simplifications, context variables have a funda-
mental role. In the first case, for instance by considering different types of context, such as temperature,
humidity, and weather (e.g., rainy) conditions. In the second case, for instance in the effect that context
variables can have on others (e.g., combined low flow-rates from different river branches can produce a flood,
even if the independently monitored low flow-rates would not produce a flood alert).
Unanticipated events occur, and it is practically impossible to anticipate and handle at design time all
of the types of events that a system can face in its execution. Thus, by including context dependencies in
more depth and breadth in requirements analysis, self-adaptive systems can reduce the adverse effects of
uncertainty.
3 Background
In this section, we present the foundational concepts used in the definition of our modeling framework for
self-adaptive software requirements: goals, soft-goals, claims, variability, operationalizations, and constraints.
Goals correspond to the reasons that justify the existence of the system from the stakeholders perspective.
The exact definition of a goal has variations between different approaches. Dardenne et al. [13] defines a
goal as an objective whose achievement depends on the interactions of multiple actors of the system. The
main Goal-oriented Requirements Engineering (GORE) approaches, according to Lapouchnian [14], are
NFR [15], KAOS[13][16], i*/Tropos [17][18], and GBRAM. Others are Adaptive RML [19] and Sawyer et
al. [20]. GORE approaches share concepts to represent functional and non-functional requirements. In this
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paper we focus on approaches for requirements engineering of self-adaptive systems are mostly based on
goals modeling proposed by Dardenne et al. [13]. In this conception, modeling represents a system with
goals, agents, relationships, entities, actions, and constraints. In addition, operationalizations represent an
alternative to satisfy an specific goal. A goal can be satisfied by different operationalizations.
Soft goals (SG) correspond to the non-functional requirements of the system. Borrowed from NFR,
SG fulfillment is not mandatory. Thus, SG are said to be “satisficed”, instead of satisfied; that is, their
satisfaction can be approximated by levels, for instance deny (- -), hurt (-), equals(=), help (+) and make
(++). It is also common to use soft goals satisficing, instead of satisfaction, in reference to the approximated
levels of a soft goal.
Sawyer’s et al. [20] proposed a language based on GORE. In addition to the concepts above-mentioned,
Sawyer’s et al. include the soft dependencies, and claims with context variables. First, soft dependencies
express the required satisficing level of a soft goal. Second, a claim defines the rationale of the relation between
operationalization and soft goals, representing the positive or negative influence of an operationalization
selection over the satisficing of a soft goal. Sawyer’s et al. modifies the way to express claims concepts,
compared to previous approaches [15][21][22].
The associations between of goals, and between goals and operationalizations, support the definition of
variability.
4 The REFAS Language for Modeling Requirements
Our framework for self-adaptive software systems’ modeling requirements, REFAS, comprises several sub-
systems, being the REFAS language the core of the framework. In this section, we present the REFAS
language definition, by focusing on three main aspects of it. First, to allow the modeler to define arbitrary
views and express their corresponding concerns, we conceived a generic meta-model. Generic means that we
can meta-model any modeling language built with concepts and relationships, such as feature models and
goal models. Second, we show how we use this meta-model to define the abstract syntax of our modeling
language, and its corresponding semantics. Third, we explain five of the modeling views for self-adaptive
systems that REFAS defines by default to specify requirements models. For each view, we present the
concrete syntax of its concepts and relationships, illustrating it with instances of our running example.
4.1 Meta-model
REFAS represents the abstract syntax of the language through a generic meta-model. The meta-model spec-
ifies the concepts, associations and their relationships to define the requirements model of the specification
of self-adaptive systems. By default, REFAS includes the definition of concepts and associations for five
modeling views to represent the different aspects of the requirements model. Guerra et al. [23] applied the
idea of multiple views with a unique meta-model in other domains. The meta-model is a foundation for
formalizing the abstract syntax of a specification language.
Figure 1 presents all of the concepts and association of the meta-model, supported in four stereotypes.
First, the MetaConcept stereotype represents a concept. Second, the MetaOverTwoAssociation stereotype
represents an over-two association, i.e. a group association. Third, the MetaPairwiseAssociation represents
a pairwise association, i.e. direct association. Fourth, the MetaExtendsAssociation represents a direct exten-
sion association. Arrows represent directional connections between MetaConcepts and MetaPairwiseAssoci-
ations or MetaExtendsAssociations. The figure also delimits the five default modeling views, identified by
letters (A) to (E), which are built with the four stereotypes and directional connections. Some views share
concepts as in the case of the Operationalization MetaConcept (required in three views) and the Soft goal
MetaConcept (required in two views).
The meta-model presented in this paper is based on the initial version introduced in Mun˜oz-Ferna´ndez
et al. [24], with several improvements. We identified these improvements in two application scenarios along
the last year, yielding a major revision of the meta-model published earlier. First, we identified conceptual
problems in the generalized application of the language to different case studies and examples. Second, we
analyzed these issues during the implementation of a tool, VariaMos [7] 2, to support modeling using REFAS.
The following are the most important improvements in the revised meta-model:
i. Simplification of the definition of conditional expressions, claims, and soft dependencies, without losing
the semantics already supported.
ii. Removal of the functional requirement concept to avoid confusion with goals and operationalizations.
2http://variamos.com
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Figure 1: The REFAS meta-model with the five default views delimited. (A) Variability view; (B) soft goals
view; (C) context view; (D) assets view; (E) soft goal satisficing view. New concepts introduced in REFAS
are highlighted with a gray background. Concepts not existent in Sawyer et al. [20] and borrowed from
other approaches have an asterisk on the right of the name (*). New attributes introduced by REFAS have
a double asterisk on the right (**).
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iii. Separation of the many to many (i.e. MetaOverTwoAssociation) and one to one (i.e. MetaPair-
wiseAssociation) association concepts to support better both types of associations. The revised version
supports associations including ranges and exclusions (i.e. mutex).
iv. Extension of the soft goals view with contribution associations between soft goals with a clear semantics.
v. Inclusion of four new elements of MetaOverTwoAssociation between different concepts for modeling.
Also, inclusion of many new relationships of MetaPairwiseAssociation.
vi. Homogenization of associations using MetaPairwiseAssociation, MetaExtendsAssociation and MetaOverT-
woAssociations, to simplify the verification of their correct use and implementation.
vii. Inclusion of the association concepts between concern levels and aggregation goals from a specific
concern level to a more general or global concern.
In the following section we introduce the definitions of the concepts that are involved in the five default
views defined in REFAS.
4.2 Abstract Syntax and Semantics
A soft goal (Softgoal MetaConcept) defines a goal of the system from the stakeholder perspective that
represents a non-functional aspect, for instance, Energy efficiency. Soft goals are recognized by a name and
include a scale of levels of satisficing/denial. The satisficing level by default are integers between zero and
four. A soft goal also defines a value to ponder between soft goals and a type of achievement (as high, as
low or as close as possible). Soft goals exist in approaches such as the work of Chung et al.[15], Dardenne et
al. [13] and Giunchiglia et al. [17].
A soft goal (SG) can contribute (Contribution MetaPairwiseAssociation) to other soft goals. The con-
tribution includes expected level of the source and the target soft goals. If the expected level on the source
is achieved, then the expected level on the target is obtained. It is possible to have many contribution
associations between two soft goals.
A variability artifact (VariabilityArtifact MetaConcept) groups functional concepts (i.e., relative to func-
tional requirements) and defines the name attribute. The meta-model considers three types of variability
artifacts. First, a goal (Goal MetaConcept) represents functional aspects of the system from the stakeholder
perspective, such as Predict flooding. The goal defines a satisfaction type attribute (maintain, achieve, opti-
mize, avoid or cease). Second, an operationalization (Operationalization MetaConcept) represents a way of
partial or complete satisfaction of a goal (e.g., through a software component), for instance, WiFi. Third, an
assumption (Assumption MetaConcept) represents an external action or situation that must be maintained
for the satisfaction of a goal or an operationalization, for instance, GPRS/GSM network available. The
model guarantees the satisfaction of the goal/operationalization only if the assumption is true.
The variability artifact supports two types of associations. First, a variability artifact can be refined
(MeansEnds MetaPairwiseAssociation) in one or many variability artifacts. Second, a variability artifact
can have traversal associations (Traversal MetaPairwiseAssociation) with other variability artifacts. The
traversal association types are: conflict, required, alternative and preferred.
A variable (Variable MetaConcept) is an abstraction of key information from the system, the environ-
ment or the model. From the system, variables can represent the system state, or a value defined by the
administrator or a user. From the environment, variables are externally sensed, and finally from the model,
variables are calculated from expressions. Expressions combine values of variables with logical and numeric
expressions to obtain the values of the model variable. A variable has a name, a type of data, and optionally
a domain or enumeration of allowed values. An example of a variable is the Battery State (low/high).
An enumeration (Enumeration MetaConcept) defines the allowed values for variables. For example,
FloodState allowed values are: 0 - Normal, 1 - Low and 2 - High. It is worth noting that each textual value
has an integer value associated for comparison purposes.
An asset (Asset MetaConcept) represents a software asset (e.g., a software component) of the system,
for example, WifiDataTransmit. The assets may have functional and structural dependencies between them
(ASSET-ASSET MetaPairwiseAssociation).
An Asset may implement (Implementation MetaPairwiseAssociation) an operationalization. One or many
assets may be required to satisfy an operationalization. Only assets related to operationalizations or other
assets are included to keep the diagram as clear as possible.
A claim (Claim MetaConcept) represents an expected satisficing level of a soft goal conditioned to the
selection of operationalizations or satisfaction of a conditional expression. The expected satisficing level in-
cludes an integer value from zero to four. Syntactically, a claim is defined by an instance of Claim MetaCon-
cept and includes: an instance of OPER-CL MetaPairwiseAssociation from at least one operationalization;
and an instance of CL-SG MetaPairwiseAssociation to at least one soft goal. For example, a claim with
Bluetooth incoming relationship means and affects EnergyEfficiency (level=4) that the claim is activated
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when the selected operationalization is Bluetooth. Claims that neither supported the conditional expressions
nor multiple operationalizations were used in Sawyer et al. [20] and other approaches [15][21][22].
A soft dependency (SoftDependency MetaConcept) represents the required satisficing level of a soft
goal given the fulfillment of a conditional expression. Syntactically, a claim is defined by an instance of
SoftDependency MetaConcept and include: an instance of SD-SG MetaPairwiseAssociation to at least one
soft goal. For example for GlobalState=”Normal” requires a level satisficing level equals to four for the
Energy Efficiency SG.
A conditional expression represents a valid logical expression with a string. The expression combines
variables and values in logic and numeric expressions. A Claim’s conditional expression uses configured sys-
tem and model variables. In contrast, a soft dependency’s conditional expression uses sensed environmental
and system variables.
A concern level (ConcernLevel MetaConcept) allows the in-depth analysis of concerns, including instances
of concepts, i.e. groups requirements and context that can be partially analyzed independently and may
have one or more instances. Examples of concern levels are instances of logical nodes, physical nodes, and
user sessions. All meta-concepts except the Enumeration include a ConcernLevel attribute to define their
membership optionally, as shown in the meta-model. An example of a concern level is River Section, meaning
its group variables for sensing a section of the river. A concern level has a name defined according to the
characteristics of the variables related. The model supports the association of concern level with another
concern level (SubGroup MetaPairwiseAssociation).
Many concepts support many to many (MetaOverTwoAssociations) associations. Group Associations
(Group MetaOverTwoAssociation) represent different MetaOverTwoAssociations with a cardinality. The
cardinality defines the number of concepts required: all (“and”); at least one (“or”); only one (“mutex”);
and range ([n,m]).
Connected to the Group Association, a Default Association (Default MetaPairwiseAssociation) relates
the source concepts to the Group Association. This association also defines the aggregation required to satisfy
the relationship that applies only to associations between concerns of different levels (only a relationship
from a specific to a general concern level is allowed). The aggregationLow and aggregationHigh attributes
define the minimum, and maximum values required for aggregation purposes.
The meta-model also supports aggregation in other pairwise associations. In this case, the MetaPair-
wiseAssociation includes the aggregationLow and aggregationHigh attributes.
A Control Association (Control MetaPairwiseAssociation) relates a Variable with a calculated value to
a Concern Level. The expressions required to calculate the value can be defined independently for each
instance of the concern level or the same for all the instances. In the first case, the number of instances
must be known at design time. In both cases, the value is calculated from a single expression or a set of
conditional expressions for each different value. The Control MetaPairwiseAssociation includes an attribute
to define the number of instances.
Some meta concepts of the meta-model were taken from Sawyer’s et al. [20] language. The added
meta concepts compared to Sawyer’s et al. are the Assumption MetaConcept, Enumeration MetaConcept,
ConcernLevel MetaConcept, Asset MetaConcept and VariabitilyArtifact MetaConcept. The Assumption
MetaConcept and Asset MetaConcept already exists in other approaches such as Qureshi et al. [19] and
?? respectively. Furthermore, the meta-model introduces several new association concepts and attribute
additions in the meta-model. The new association concepts and attributes are marked in the Fig.1.
4.3 Meta-model Views and Concrete Syntax
The concrete syntax of REFAS and its notational elements have a direct correspondence to the abstract
syntax of elements, except the Variability Artifact. Given the correspondence between the two syntax, we
use the same meta-model to support the concrete syntax of our language. In particular, the four meta-model
stereotypes include attributes to define the concrete syntax of the elements. These include the drawing style,
the default size, the associated image, if the element is abstract and if the element is resizable.
The REFAS language relies on five views defined by default to model requirements. These views are
represented by an additional stereotype called MetaView. This stereotype is not included in the abstract
syntax. Instead, its instantiations are views, and are represented graphically by their limits, and named with
letters (cf. Fig 1). Each view serves as a logical container of visible concepts and their associations. The
views allow a designer to specify particular concerns of the requirements model from a specific viewpoint, that
is, considering different adaptation aspects as broadly as possible, thus addressing our first stated challenge.
The concrete syntax for concepts and associations uses lines and texts in black. The concepts use a
combination of rectangles, hexagons, parallelograms, trapeziums and ovals. The direct associations use
different kinds of arrows. Also, the background of concepts combine white and two shades of blue. The
colors are useful to increase the semantic separation between concepts, following Moody’s recommendations
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for models [25]. The four colors, including the black, are correctly identified even in grayscale printing. The
combination of background colors and shapes defines the concepts syntactically.
4.3.1 Soft Goals View
The soft goals view represents the non-functional requirements, i.e. soft goals, and their contribution as-
sociations. This view includes the Softgoal MetaConcept, the two Contribution MetaPairwiseAssociation,
a Group MetaOverTwoAssociation, and a Default MetaPairwiseAssociation. All of them presented on the
bottom left of the Figure 1 (enclosed with a line of dashes and called B).
• Group Association Element (GAE): A circle with a white background represents the association from
the origin of the many to many association (i.e. MetaOverTwoAssociation) to the destination concepts.
Above the circle, the element includes the cardinality of the association (“and”,“or”, “mutex”, [n,m])
as shown in Fig 2A.
• Default Association: A directed arrow without additional information connects a MetaConcept instance
to a GAE, as shown in Fig. 2D. The semantic is given by the GAE and the association between the
GAE and the target concept.
• Soft Goal (SG): A distorted and softened rectangle with a thin black border surrounding it represents
the soft goal (Figure 2B). The SG includes its name and the achievement type (as high, as low or as
close as possible) in the figure’s center.
• Contribution Association: A solid arrow represents the contribution association between soft goals,
from a contributing SG to a target SG or from a GAE to a target SG. Figure 2C and Figure 2D
present examples of contribution associations. Using a GAE, it is possible to represent contributions
from multiple SG. The contribution association includes the level needed to activate the contribution
association (expected level on the source SG) and the level assigned to the target SG (expected level
on the target SG).
Figure 3 shows an example of a soft goal with contribution relationships.
The remaining views define in a similar way the first two associations of this view, except the context
view.
Figure 2: A)Group Association element, B) Soft goal, C) contribution pairwise association, D) Group and
default associations with a contribution association
Figure 3: Part of the soft goals view of the running example
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4.3.2 Variability View
The variability view relates goals and operationalizations to handle variability at two different levels. First,
at the problem space level with alternatives between refinements of general goals into more specific ones.
Second, at the solution space with alternatives between goals and operationalizations and between opera-
tionalizations.
This view has the Goal MetaConcept, the Operationalization MetaConcept, and the Assumption Meta-
Concept which extend from the Variability Artifact MetaConcept. All of them presented between the center
and top right in Fig. 1 (enclosed with a dotted line and called A). The Variability Artifact MetaConcept is
abstract therefore it does not have a concrete syntax.
• Goal: A parallelogram with a thick black border represents a goal (Figure 4A). The goal includes their
the satisfaction type (maintain, achieve, optimize, avoid or cease) and its name in the figure’s center.
• Operationalization: A hexagon with dark thick black borders on the left and right sides represents an
operationalization (Figure 4B). The operationalization includes its name in the figure’s center.
• Assumption: A rectangle with thin black borders represents an assumption (Figure 4C). The assump-
tion includes its name in the figure’s center.
• Means-Ends Association: The associations supported are one to one (i.e. MetaPairwiseAssociation)
and many to many (i.e. MetaOverTwoAssociation) associations. Both are represented by a directed
arrow to the target concept (Figure 4D). The one to one association starts from the source concept as
presented in 5B. The many to many association starts from a group association element and include
default associations from the source concepts as presented in Fig. 5A and Fig. 5C.
• Traversal Association: The associations supported are one to one (i.e. MetaPairwiseAssociation) and
many to many (i.e. MetaOverTwoAssociation) associations. Both are represented by an arrow directed
to the target concept (Figure 4E. The one to one association starts from the source concept, the many
to many starts from a group association element and include default associations from the source
concepts in the same way as presented for Means-Ends associations 5C.
Any variability artifact may include the concern type (ConcernLevel MetaConcept) when it applies..
Figure 4: A) Goal, B) Operationalization, C) Assumption, D) Means-Ends association, E) Traversal associ-
ation (conflict)
4.3.3 Context View
The context view represents the levels for in-depth analysis of the requirement model and the definition of
the variables. A variable represents part of the context or the configuration of the target system. This view
has the Concern Level MetaConcept, the Variable MetaConcept, and the Enumeration MetaConcept shown
at the top left of the Figure 1 (enclosed with a dotted line and called C). Figure 6 presents the concrete
syntax of the concepts. The view also includes two MetaPairwiseAssociation.
• Concern Level: A rectangle with oval sides and a background combining white (in the center) and dark
blue (on the sides) represents the concern level (Figure 6A). The concern level includes its name in the
figure’s center.
• Variable: A rectangle with oval sides and a white background represents the variable (Figure 6B). The
variable includes its name, and the data type or an enumeration of allowed values inside the figure.
The string representation of expressions to calculate the value of the variables is not shown in the view.
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Figure 5: A) Means-Ends association with group association between a goals, B) Means-Ends association
from an assumption to a goal, C) Traversal (MetaPairwiseAssociation) association between an operational-
ization and a goal.
• Enumeration: An enumeration features two rectangles. A rectangle on top shows the name of the
enumeration and a second rectangle includes the values of the enumeration (Figure 6C).
• Control Association: A dashed arrow pointing the concern level represents the association between a
variable and the concern level as shown in Fig. 6D.
• SubGroup Association: A solid arrowhead pointing the more general concern level represents the
association between two concern levels as shown in Fig. 6E. The association includes the number of
instances of the specific concern. ‘*’ represents an undetermined number of instances.
Figure 7 shows examples of an enumeration, a concern level, and some variables.
Figure 6: A) Concern level, B) Variable, C) Enumeration, D) Control association, E) SubGroup Association
4.3.4 Assets View
The assets view represents the assets of the model, e.g. system components, and their association with the
variability view, i.e. the operationalizations. This view has the asset and the operationalization concepts
presented in the center of the Figure 1 (enclosed with a line of big dashes and called D). This view also
includes the associations between assets and the associations with operationalizations.
• Asset: A rectangle surrounded by two small rectangles on the left border represents an asset (Figure
8A) using the standard syntax for components.
• Implementation Association: A dashed line with a closed arrow from an asset to its operationalization
represents the implementation association as shown in Fig. 8B.
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Figure 7: A subset of the context view of the running example
• Assets Association: An arrow from the origin asset to the destination asset represents the assets
association, as shown in Fig. 8C.
Figure 9 shows examples of assets with implementation and assets associations.
Figure 8: A)Asset, B) Implementation Association, C) Assets Association
Figure 9: A subset of the asset view of running example
4.3.5 Soft Goals Satisficing View
The soft goals satisficing view supports the associations between the operationalizations of the variability
view, and the soft goals of the soft goals view through expected satisficing level. This view also includes the
required satisficing levels of soft goals for defined conditions.
The soft goal satisficing view has the Claim MetaConcept, the Soft Dependency MetaConcept, a Group
MetaOverTwoAssociation and five meta pairwise associations presented on the left of the Figure 1 (enclosed
with a dotted line and called E). This view also has the soft goal and operationalization already presented.
• Claim: A trapezium with a light blue background and solid lines with arrows pointing to the affected
soft goals represents the claim. The claim has its name, follow by a conditional expression (optionally).
The conditional expression may include values, variables and arithmetic and logical operators with a
resulting logical value. Figure 10A presents an example of the associations defining a claim. In the
arrow, the qualitative value should be specified (0, 1, 2, 3, 4). At least one operationalization or a
conditional expression is mandatory for the claim definition. The group association for claims include
an additional type, None, to represent whenever none of the operationalizations is selected to activate
the claim.
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• Soft dependency (SD): An oval with a light blue background surrounding a conditional expression and
dotted arrows to the soft goals. Figure 10B presents an example of a SD with the required association.
The arrow specifies the required satisficing level between zero and four, where zero is the minimum
and four is the maximum. The conditional expression is compulsory and is defined in the same way as
explained for the claim.
Figure 11 shows examples of claims and soft dependencies from the running example.
Figure 10: A) Claim, B) Soft dependency
Figure 11: A subset of the SG satisficing view of running example
5 The REFAS Process for Modeling Requirements
The modeling process prescribes a sequence of phases to produce the requirements model, according to the
modeling views. The process facilitates the correct and methodical definition of the requirements model
according to the different concerns to achieve the first challenge.
The revised process presented here is based on our initial process [24] with several improvements. First,
the revised process is consistent with the modifications presented for the meta-model’s concepts and associ-
ations. Second, the revised process presents the tasks of the six phases and decisions not presented before.
Third, the revised process includes a general process diagram and diagrams for each phase not presented
before. Fourth, we present the running example of Section 2.1 following the defined tasks.
The first phase of the process identifies the initial concern levels. Next, other concepts relating to
these concern levels to support the in-depth analysis of all the meta-model views as required by the second
challenge.
Phase 1: This phase identifies the concern levels and the soft goals of the system. Figure 13 presents
this phase divided into six tasks. First (1.1.), identify whether the model requires different concern levels
as defined in Section 4.3.3. Create the appropriate concern level and relate specific concern to general ones.
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Figure 12: General flowchart for requirements modeling
Second (1.2.), define a Soft Goal (SG) of the system following the definition in Section 4.3.1. If the SGs
are concrete enough to relate them to other concepts, then go straight to task 1.4. Third (1.3.), refine the
SG into a more specific SG, and then return to last decision. Fourth (1.4.), review contributions of the new
SG over other SGs already defined and in the opposite direction. Also, include contribution associations
between SG. Fifth (1.5.), review the completeness of SG model. If more SG are required, then return to task
1.2.
In the running example, we identified the RiverSection concept as a ConcernLevel MetaConcept, as
shown in Fig. 14. We consider three sections of the river for the example. The first two sections are aﬄuent
of the last section. In Figure 14, the global concern receives the association to represent the three instances.
For the running example, we identified three concepts: EnergyEfficiency, PredictionAccuracy, and Fault-
Tolerance at the global level instances of Softgoal (SG) MetaConcept. The four SGs apply at the RiverSection
concept. Thus, we define additional four SGs at this level. The running example considers three instances
of the RiverSection and the three contributions relationships between each pair of SG concepts as shown in
Fig. 15.
Phase 2: This phase identifies all the instances of Goal MetaConcept and Operationalization MetaCon-
cept of the system. Figure 16 presents this phase divided into seven tasks. First (2.1.), identify an instance of
the Goal MetaConcept of the system (Li=1). Second (2.2.), refine the goal (Li) in a set of more specific goals
(Li=i+1) that satisfies the main goal individually or alltogether. Third (2.3.), specify the type of association
between the new defined goals and the more general goal using “and”, “or”, “mutex”, or a range [n,m] in
the association (as shown in Fig. 3A). If all goals are specific enough to be operationalized, return to task
2.2. Fourth (2.4.), review whether the model requires an additional goal and return to task 2.1. Fifth (2.5.),
define the operationalizations associated with one specific goal as shown in Fig. 5B. Sixth (2.6.), define the
type of association between the operationalizations and the specific goal using “and”, “or”, or “mutex” in
the association. If more specific goals require operationalizations, return to task 2.6. Seventh (2.7.), the soft
goals are reviewed to identify additional soft goals. Return to Phase 1 to add new soft goals if required.
In the running example, we defined a main goal (Predict Flooding) and two more specific goals (Predict
Section Flooding and Evaluate Weather). The goal Evaluate Weather also has two more specific goals
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Figure 13: Phase 1: Identify concern levels and soft goals
Figure 14: Concern Levels
Figure 15: Soft Goals view
(Receive Weather and Process Weather). Both refinements require all the goals (“and”) as shown in Fig.
17.
The Predict Section Flooding is at the River Section ConcernLevel including three specific goals. The
default association from Predict Section Flooding includes the cardinality three to three ([3..3]) to represent
that the three sections are required to satisfy the global goal. We define the operationalizations for three of
the specific goals.
The goal Organize Network seeks to achieve the topological organization of the network and has two
operationalizations. The operationalizations are Fewest Hop Topology and Shortest Path Topology. The two
operationalizations imply exclusion (“mutex”).
The goal Calculate Flow Rate has two operationalizations. This goal seeks for the calculation of the river
flow using a camera available in each selection of the river. The defined operationalizations are Single Node
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Figure 16: Phase 2: Identify and associate goals and operationalizations
Processing and Distributed Node Processing. The operationalizations have a mutual exclusion association
(“mutex”) with this goal.
The goal Transmit Data seeks for the transmission of data between the nodes deployed on the river
section and has two operationalizations. The operationalizations are WiFi and Bluetooth. The two opera-
tionalizations implies exclusion (“mutex”).
Figure 17 presents the complete variability view for the running example.
Phase 3: This phase defines the variables for the Requirements model. The variables should be relevant
for the adaptation logic, i.e. they affect the required or expected satisficing level of soft goals defined in Phase
1. Each variable requires a name, a type (Boolean, Integer, Float or Enumeration), and a domain. Some
variables are controlled by a concern level. Thus, these variables include an expression or set of expressions
to define its value.
In the running example, we identified the relevant variables for the soft goals previously defined, as shown
in Fig. 18. We identified three global variables, the last two calculated with expressions. First, Weather
State identifies the state from the weather information. Second, System State is calculated according to the
failures of nodes and sensors with conditional expressions (left side represents the value and right side the
conditional expression):
Normal: (sum(NodeFailures) + sum(NodeFailures)) = 0
LowAlert: (sum(NodeFailures) * 2 + sum(SensorFailures) > 1 AND
(sum(NodeFailures) * 2 + sum(SensorFailures) < 3)
HighAlert: (sum(NodeFailures) * 2 + sum(SensorFailures) > 2
Third, Global Alert is calculated according to the flooding state in the river sections with conditional
expressions:
Normal: (sum(SectionState <> 0)) = 0
PartialAlert: (sum((SectionState = 1) * SectionWeight) > 0) AND
(sum((SectionState = 1) * SectionWeight) < 2)
GeneralAlert: (sum((SectionState = 1) * SectionWeight) > 1) AND
(sum((SectionState = 2) * SectionWeight) < 3)
Emergency: sum((SectionState = 2) * SectionWeight) > 2
Also, we identified seven variables related to the River Sections, only one calculated with expressions.
First, Battery State considers the battery state of the wireless sensor nodes. Second, Sensor Failures counts
the number of sensors with failures in the wireless sensor nodes. Third, Node Failures counts the number
of nodes with failures. Fourth, River Flow represents the river flow from 0 to 10. Fifth, Flood Predicted
represents the prediction of flooding (true or false). Sixth, Section Weight identifies a weight of the section
about the other sections. The value of the Section Weight variable is one for the first two sections and two
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Figure 17: Goals, operationalizations and assumptions
for the third section. Seventh, Local State calculates the state of the section, according to the river flow with
conditional expressions:
River Section 1 (S1):
Normal: S1.SectionState = 0
Alert: S1.SectionState = 1
Emergency: S1.SectionState = 2
River Section 2 (S2):
Normal: S2.SectionState = 0
Alert: S2.SectionState = 1
Emergency: S2.SectionState = 2
River Section 3 (S3):
Normal: S1.SectionState = 0 AND (S2.RiverFlow + S3.RiverFlow) < 10
Alert: (S1.SectionState = 1 AND S2.SectionState = 1) OR S3.SectionState = 1 OR
( (S2.RiverFlow + S3.RiverFlow ) > 9 AND (S2.RiverFlow + S3.RiverFlow) < 14 )
Emergency: (S1.SectionState = 2 AND S2.SectionState = 2) OR S3.SectionState = 2 OR
(S2.RiverFlow + S3.RiverFlow) > 13
Phase 4: This phase defines the assets that represent the functionality of the system with four tasks as
shown in Fig. 19. First (4.1), identify assets for operationalizations. If the asset requires additional assets,
then go straight to task 4.4. Second (4.2), define the additional assets. Third (4.3.), define associations
between the additional assets. Fourth (4.4.), link implementation with operationalization. If not all the
operationalizations have implementations, return to task 4.1., in other case, the phase ends.
In the running example, we connected each asset to the corresponding operationalization with the im-
plementation association between them, as shown in Fig. 20.
Phase 5: This phase defines claims and soft dependencies. The claims identify the expected satisficing
level of a SG according to a set of operationalizations or a conditional expression (Figure 7). On the other
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Figure 18: Context view. Variables and concern level.
Figure 19: Phase 5: Define assets and associations
hand, SD defines the required satisficing level of a SG when a conditional expression is satisfied. Figure 21
presents this phase divided into eleven tasks. First (5.1), identify a new claim with the operationalization(s)
or a condition that affects a SG. If the claim requires a conditional expression, continue to task 5.3. Second
(5.2.), review the completeness of required claims of the model. If an additional claim is required, then
return to task 5.1., in other case go straight to task 5.7. Third (5.3.), review the required variables for the
claim. If all required variables exist, continue to task 5.5. Fourth (5.4), define the additional variables as
explained in Phase 4. Fifth (5.5), define the conditional expression for the claim. Sixth (5.6.), define the
expected satisficing level of the soft goal, according to the claim. Seven (5.7.), review claims to identify
conflicts in the expected satisficing level of each soft goal. A conflict exists when two or more claims can
be activated at the same time, and they have different expected levels over the same soft goal. Conflicts
represent a blocking problem only if the achievement type of a SG is as close as possible. If an additional
claim is required, then return to task 5.1. Eighth (5.8), define a new SD, i.e. identify a new conditional
expression and its required satisficing level over a SG (Figure 9. If required variables for the condition
already exist, then continue to task 5.10. Ninth (5.9), define additional context variables for the new SD.
Tenth (5.10.), define the conditional expression for the SD as explained in Section 4.3.5. Eleventh (5.11),
define the required satisficing level for the SG. If required, return to task 5.8 to define an additional SD.
In the running example, we defined the claims presented in Fig. 22. The first five iterations identified
five claims. The expected satisficing level of Fault Tolerance SG varies, according to the operationalizations
of the goal OrganizeNetwork as defined by CL1 and CL2. The expected satisficing level of Calculate Flow
SG varies, according to the operationalizations of the goal Calculate Flow as defined by claims CL6 and
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Figure 20: Assets and associations
Figure 21: Phase 5: Define claims and soft dependencies
CL7. Only Bluetooth has a good influence on the Energy Efficiency SG. Other operationalizations of the
River Section has a low expected satisficing level of Energy Efficiency SG as shown in CL4 and CL5.
Figure 22 also presents the soft dependencies (SD) for the running example. The first four correspond
to SD of the River Section (SD1, SD2, SD3 and SD4 ). The last three SDs with required levels over the SD
of the river section (SD5, SD6, SD7 and SD8 ). Each SD has the required satisficing level.
Phase 6: This phase defines the traversal association between variability artifacts (goals, operational-
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Figure 22: Soft goals satisficing view.
izations, and assumptions). The phase has four tasks shown in Fig. 23. First (6.1.), identify conflicts and
traversal associations (conflict, required, alternative or preferred). If no conflict or traversal association is
identified, the phase ends. Second (6.2.), define the identified traversal association as tentative. Third (6.3.),
evaluate the new association to avoid conflict and redundancies, including the claims and the soft dependen-
cies. Fourth (6.4.), modify or eliminate associations, claims or soft dependencies in conflict or redundant,
and then return to task 6.1.
Figure 23: Phase 6: Define traversal associations
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In the running example Bluetooth and DistributedNodeProcessing operationalizations require a conflict
association between them, as shown in Fig. 24.
Figure 24: Traversal associations
6 Evaluation
The REFAS language for modeling SAS requirements is based on Sawyer et al. approach [20], borrowing
concepts relations and attributes from other approaches. We iterate several times to extend, enrich and clarify
our approach. The following are the most relevant advantages found in REFAS through the implementation
of VariaMos, the definition of the running example and the feedback obtained from early adopters of REFAS
using VariaMos.
Modeling Process The REFAS process enforces the systematic breadth-analysis for dependencies on
external factors to mitigate risks due to uncertainty through five default views. The views allow the designer
to focus on elements relevant to each concern, reducing the number of concepts and relationships displayed at
the same time. The process presented facilitates the systematic and methodical definition of the requirements
model.
In-depth Concerns REFAS language supports the in-depth analysis of dependencies with aggregations.
Each of the view in REFAS supports the definition of in-depth concerns with relationships at the same level
and between levels. These relationships can be direct or indirect through the variables defined by functions.
In the running example, we identify concepts related to a global concern and other concepts related to
a particular concern (River Section). Goals and soft goals at the global level aggregated other goals and
soft goals at the River Section. These aggregations support the evaluation of the satisfaction of the system
considering the three instances of the river.
Enriched Associations Sawyer et al. [20] supports only exclusive or (“xor”) association between goals
and its operationalization, and only all (“and”) associations between goals; REFAS uses Group MetaOverT-
woAssociations in the associations of four of the views. These associations support all (“and”), at least one
(“or”), only one (“mutex”) and range types of associations. These new types of associations represent more
freedom for the designer to define the requirements model. The freedom allows to express to variability in
the problem space, i.e., it is possible con consider optional goals. In Sawyer’s et al. [20], it is only possible to
represent variability at the architectural level (between goals and operationalization), restricted to exclusive
associations.
On the other hand, the freedom implies an increased complexity in the verification and simulation. In
particular, the or (“or”) increases the possible combinations to define valid configurations. We identify that
some the valid configurations sets can be treated as a single one. VariaMos should support the automatic
definition of those sets. This support requires the adaptation of actual VariaMos implementation.
In the running example, we applied different group associations in two of the claims (CL2 and CL5).
Conditional Expressions Claims and soft dependencies support conditional expressions. With condi-
tional expressions, the language is more expressive compared to Sawyer et al.[20] to represent complex
conditions. In the running example, combined expressions allow the definition of complex conditions to de-
fine the soft dependencies satisfaction. This kind of definition was not possible in other approaches, including
Sawyer et al., were only specific variable values are supported.
Conditional expressions in claims allow the specification of special parameter or configuration for oper-
ationalizations thought variables. These conditional expressions avoid the creation of several similar opera-
tionalization within the model. In REFAS, conditional expressions in claims and soft dependencies support
then reasoning over soft goal satisficing. Except Sawyer et al. [20], other proposals found not do not include
the reasoning over soft goals in the way we proposed.
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Variable Expressions Variables with calculated values include a set of expression. With these expres-
sions, the language is more expressive to represent more complex variables required to address some problems.
In the running example, variable expressions allowed to calculate the state of the system, the state of the
river and failures at the global level, according to the characteristics of the concern levels. These calculations
are not possible in other approaches such as Sawyer et al. [20].
Meta-model and Process Extensions REFAS meta-model is not rigid in its definition and modeling
process, it supports three type of extensions. First, the MetaPairwiseAssociation between concepts can
include a new type of association if required by the designer. Also, the designer can define new group
associations types. Second, the concepts and associations allow the addition of new attributes. Third, the
meta-model itself is extensible. New concepts and associations can be defined as well as even the definition
of new views for the requirements model.
The possibility of extending the REFAS meta-model offers an important alternative to address uncer-
tainty. The designer has the control whenever the existing concepts or associations are not enough to
represent the appropriate detail level of the runtime system concerns. Hypothetically, if the designer would
need an additional group association between operationalizations and claims, where this association acti-
vates the claim when no operationalizations are selected, then the designer would add the new type of group
association in the meta-model, and would apply it to the appropriate claims.
It is worth noting that the designer must provide the operational semantics for new concepts or associa-
tions as they already exist for other concepts and associations of the meta-model. The operational semantics
defines the behavior of the requirements model in operations such as verification and simulation. However,
its detailed explanation and definition are beyond the scope of this paper.
Final remarks We have reviewed many aspects of our language through the implementation of REFAS in
VariaMos. We also received feedback from early users and tried to incorporate the suggestions and concerns
at the tool and language level. The initial results suggest that the language can be used to model different
kind of SAS systems. Despite the initial results, we consider that more experimental information and formal
validation is required to identify whether the meta-model require refinements and evaluate its applicability to
complex problems in different environments. These refinements have the purpose of making a more general
and complete framework for modeling self-adaptive systems requirements.
We are working to define formal case studies for evaluation purposes. From one of the case studies
we are working on, we found relevant to include the support of constraints in transitions between stable
configurations in the REFAS language. We are evaluating the best alternatives and the implications of the
incorporation of transitions to our language.
Finally, conditional expressions and variable expressions rely on a set of logical and numerical expressions
available in VariaMos. We are considering to extend the set of logical and numerical expressions supported.
Additional expressions will allow the definition of more complex and relevant expression by the designers.
7 Related Work and Discussion
For analyzing and eliciting requirements for self-adaptive systems, several approaches have been presented.
This section presents a discussion of representative ones.
NFR Framework : Chung et al. [15] proposed a framework focused on soft goals (SG) to manage uncer-
tainty in software systems. The framework consists of a design process of SG, broken down into more specific
SG and then into operationalizations. Some operationalizations are chosen, and others rejected by the de-
signer. The impact of these decisions on the top soft goals is then evaluated. Between operationalization and
SG, positive and negative impact contributions can be identified. In those contributions, the justification of
decisions are presented using claims. In REFAS, the claims are not limited with only positive or negative
contributions. Moreover, claims in REFAS include conditional expressions to control its activation.
KAOS : KAOS (Knowledge Acquisition and autOmated Specification) proposed by Dardenne et al. [13]
has three main aspects. First, conceptual elicitation and modeling of functional and non-functional require-
ments. Second, the acquisition strategies to requirements modeling. Third, an automated assistant that
guides the processes for acquisition strategies. KAOS is considered a methodology, as it provides both the
modeling language and the method. KAOS focuses on late requirements and only partially in the early
elicitation and architectural design. Late requirements focus on modeling the system within its environment
[14]. Additional to these requirements, in REFAS we can model changes in the environment that affect the
satisfaction of soft goals. Also in REFAS the improvement in the variability modeling is twofold. First, the
refinement supports “mutex” and “range” in addition to “and” and “or” available by KAOS. Second, the
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relations available are “prefer”, “require” and “alternative” in addition to the conflict relation available in
KAOS.
i* : Yu et al. proposed the i* framework for requirements elicitation in the early stages [26]. This frame-
work includes the concepts of goals, tasks, resources and soft goals, some taken from the NFR framework. i*
focuses on early elicitation and partially covers late elicitation. In i*, goals can be refined into more specific
goals, to the level of tasks. However, it is not possible to state whether the goals or tasks are optional.
RELAX : Whittle et al. [27][28] proposed RELAX, a language for handling uncertainty in requirements
for self-adaptive systems. Uncertainty is represented using requirements whose fulfillment depend on envi-
ronmental conditions or the changing needs of the same conditions. RELAX defines a vocabulary with a
clear syntax for stating such requirements. The proposed language is semantically formalized via a branch
temporal fuzzy logic. RELAX provides a syntax and semantics for defining the requirements under uncer-
tainty, without going into specific system views or considering other relevant concepts such as soft goals. An
example they propose, “The synchronization process must be run as many times as possible.”.
Cheng et al [4] proposed an extension to RELAX for modeling adaptive system using goals. With goals
it is possible to identify uncertainty factors and mitigate them through relaxation, the addition of subgoals
or the addition of a higher-level goal.
Tropos: is a methodology for software development requirements from early elicitation to implementation.
It includes late elicitation, architectural design and detailed design [17], [18]. In the elicitation phase, early
and late elicitation phases are differentiated, but they use the same conceptual and methodological approach.
In the early elicitation, Tropos defines system goals associated with actors. Then in the late elicitation, the
conceptual model can be extended. The approach differentiates between goals and SG.
Techne: is an abstract language to create languages for modeling proposed requirements by Jureta et
al. [29]. Techne is proposed as a core for creating new languages for early elicitation of requirements and
does not define a visual modeling syntax. In Techne, soft goals are not refined and maintained as soft goals.
Instead, they are represented by a network of functional requirements that are an approximation of the
initial soft goals. Techne focuses on early requirements, and it does not define any visual representation.
Adaptive RML: proposed by Qureshi et al. [19], it provides the syntax for modeling the elicitation and
representation of requirements for self-adaptive systems. It maintains alignment with the goals of modeling
languages and is mapped to Techne. Adaptive RML allows the designer to specify the goals satisfaction
in terms of required and optional tasks including relegation of relationships. The relegation establishes
an alternative between two or more requirements so that a mandatory requirement can be replaced by
an optional one. The concepts in Adaptive RML include goals, soft goals, domain assumptions, quality
constraints (QCs) and tasks. A QC relates a task or goal to soft goals, including a text representing the
condition. The QC are clear to represent the conditions on the model but we consider difficult the use of
plain text to validate alternatives. In our approach, Boolean and Numerical expressions support conditional
expressions in claims, making claims ready for automatic reasoning. Moreover, claims in REFAS support
different expected satisficing levels over soft goals, not only the complete satisfaction.
Souza et al. [30] propose Awareness Requirements (AwReqs) being a new class of requirements that can
monitor the success or failure of other requirements. The monitored requirements can be soft goals, as well
as goals, tasks and domain assumptions. AwReqs introduces a new class of conditions to impose restrictions
on the behavior of the monitored requirements. At the monitored level, AwReqs represents the contribution
relation between goals or tasks to soft goals with a direct relation, including the positive or negative con-
tribution. In REFAS, the relation is represented using claims supporting multiple operationalizations and
a conditional expression. REFAS supports different satisficing levels of soft goals but does not consider the
control of requirements violation in the way is supported by AwReqs.
Sawyer et al. [20] propose a goal model inspired on KAOS. This proposal uses GridStix as example,
the simulation of a physical system monitoring using wireless sensors. This system has been used to ensure
security on the banks of the River Ribble and Dee in England. The solution proposed by Sawyer et al. [20] is
exemplified in the context of such systems. This proposal, with its case study, is formalized and implemented
using a simulation, the execution as being both supported by constraint programming simulations. With
constraint programming, it is possible to define optimization functions and find the solution set considering
the system variables and the external context.
The approach of Song et al. [31] for adaptation planning of self-adaptive systems includes user preferences
and configurations. The user preferences and configurations together with constraints are resolved as a
constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) at runtime. The CSP objective is to satisfy as many goals as possible.
Song et al. proposed the use of variables for configurations and user decisions [31]. In this sense, REFAS
also includes variables sensed from the environment and the target system. REFAS focus on the variation of
soft goals satisficing based on variables changes, while Song et al. [31] propose to modify the relative weight
assigned to goals, seeking first to meet the goals most relevant to the user.
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Rainbow : Garlan et al [32] proposed an architecture based self-adaptation approach with a reusable
infrastructure. To be reusable, they provide four layers: system, architecture, translator and adaptation
knowledge. The last layer is specific to the target system. They also provide a feedback loop to communicate
with the target system. The target system is monitored and adapted with the feedback loop decisions.
Rainbow [32] focuses only on architecture and does not propose a representation for top concepts such as
goals and soft goals.
8 Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we presented REFAS, our framework for specifying requirements models, which focus on
reducing uncertainty by resolving two challenges. First, REFAS offers a language with concrete syntax and
semantics to model adaptation requirements from different viewpoints and concerns (in the broad aspects).
Second, REFAS allows to define concern levels from the in-depth analysis of the different viewpoints and
concerns identified by the breadth analysis, along with their inter-relationships. The concern levels can be
associated to concepts and variables that represent the relevant context.
The REFAS framework is based on a generic meta-model, its core subsystem, which defines the fun-
damental meta-concepts and meta-associations. Using this meta-model, we define the REFAS language’s
concrete syntax and semantics. We also describe in detail a modeling process to facilitate the correct and
methodical definition of requirements models, by explicitly considering uncertainty. We show the applica-
tion of REFAS to a running example, and evaluate it by also analyzing its differences with the proposal of
Sawyer et al. [20], the approach that inspired our language. We have also analyzed other approaches in the
requirements specification for self-adaptive systems, by comparing them to our approach.
Additionally to systematic breath and depth analysis, REFAS presents several benefits compared to other
approaches such as Sawyer et al.[20]. First, REFAS provides enriched associations to express variability
in the problem space and the solution space, and also to associate many operationalizations to a claim.
Second, REFAS offers conditional expressions in claims and soft dependencies, supporting the combination
of variables using logical and numerical expressions in composed expressions. The composed expressions
support a better definition of conditions for the addressed problem. Third, expressions for variables support
the incorporation of variables controlled by the reasoning process to summarize results and control external
actions. Fourth, the approach is based on a common and extensible meta-model. This meta-model definition
gives the designer more freedom compared to restrictions imposed by other languages. This freedom is
represented in the three extensions supported by REFAS. That is, the support for new association types,
new attributes for concepts, and new elements (meta-concepts, meta-associations and meta views).
We developed VariaMos software tool as a vehicle to validate and experiment with the REFAS approach.
VariaMos is a partial implementation of REFAS at the syntax and the operational semantics level. A
set of expressions defines the operational semantics, according to meta-concepts and meta-associations.
Those expressions allow reasoning about the requirements model. We are working to extend the operational
semantic in VariaMos to support our second challenge. The benefits of the extension are twofold. First,
VariaMos will perform verifications and simulation on a partial specification of the adaptation requirements.
Second, VariaMos will aggregate the sub-specification results and obtain general information about the
verification and simulation operations.
In addition to the REFAS implementation and validation, we are conducting a systematic mapping study
(SMS) of the literature on requirements engineering for self-adaptive systems. This SMS will allow us to
identify additional approaches with different contributions. With the analysis of these approaches, we will
refine and enrich our models and the adaptability of the target systems.
Finally, we plan to apply the REFAS framework to other case studies to evaluate its concrete syntax
and semantics, the modeling process and refine and improve them. We also plan to integrate REFAS with
other frameworks for designing, realizing and deploying self-adaptive software systems such as QoS-CARE
[33] and others.
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